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Quantitative investigation of the de Haas-van Alphen effect in the superconducting state
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The de Haas-van Alphen effect in the vortex state of the type-II superconductors 2H-NbSe2 and V3Si is
studied. We discuss the experimental and theoretical considerations pertaining to the observation of such
oscillations. Macroscopic pinning of the flux lattice cannot explain the observed attenuation of quantum
oscillations in the mixed state. A critical comparison of our measurements with the various microscopic
theoretical models describing this phenomenon is made. We show how orientation-dependent de Haas-van
Alphen data may be analyzed in a model-dependent way to yield the variation of the superconducting gap over
the Fermi surface.@S0163-1829~98!06418-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first report of Landau quantum oscillations in t
mixed~or vortex! state of a superconductor was made twe
years ago by Graebner and Robbins1 who observed magne
tothermal oscillations in the layered compound 2H-NbS2.
Such observations are very puzzling, as the development
superconducting energy gap might, at first sight, be thou
to eliminate quantum oscillations whose presence has
long been taken as canonical evidence for a Fermi surf
Rather surprisingly, no further experimental work on th
phenomenon was published until 1992 when Onuki a
co-workers2 confirmed the observations in the same mate
but extended the measurements to the lower temperatu
0.3 K. The field of de Haas-van Alphen~dHvA! effect mea-
surements in the vortex state has been widened conside
to include not only 2H-NbSe2,3–6 but also certainA15 com-
pounds, V3Si ~Refs. 7 and 8! and Nb3Sn,9 Ba(K)BiO3,10

CeRu2,11,12 YNi2B2C,13–16 URu2Si2,17,18 a molecular metal
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2,19 and even reported measur
ments in the high-Tc material YBa2Cu3O72d .20–26

On the basis of this body of experimental evidence
would seem reasonable to suppose that the dHvA effect
fundamental property of a type-II superconductor in the v
tex state. This realization has already motivated much th
retical work, although the dominant mechanism leading
magnetic quantum oscillations in such an environment
still to be clearly established. Nevertheless, a central the
in each of the theories is the role played by the superc
ducting energy gap in determining the principal experimen
observation: quantum oscillations suffer an additional atte
ation in the vortex state, over and above that in the nor
state. The possibility then arises of determining the ene
gap from the measured attenuation. The dHvA effect pro
the anisotropy of quasiparticle states ink space so that given
an appropriate theoretical foundation, we should anticip
that dHvA effect measurements in the vortex state can y
information on the magnitude and variation of the ene
gap over the Fermi surface.

The present study has been undertaken in an attem
570163-1829/98/57~18!/11698~15!/$15.00
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clarify the experimental and theoretical situation. We rep
below a detailed and quantitative experimental study of
dHvA effect in the two superconductors 2H-NbSe2 and
V3Si. Being available as single crystals of high quality, ea
permits the dHvA effect to be measured, with precision, o
a wide field range.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives
introduction to the de Haas-van Alphen effect in a norm
metal. In Sec. III some of the relevant theoretical mod
describing the dHvA effect in the vortex state are review
In Sec. IV some important considerations concerning the
perimental observation of the dHvA effect in the vortex sta
are discussed. In Sec. V the experimental results and ana
of the quantum oscillations in the vortex state of NbSe2 and
V3Si are presented and discussed. A discussion of our re
is given in Sec. VI. Finally, in Sec. VII we briefly summariz
our results.

II. THE de HAAS-van ALPHEN EFFECT
IN A NORMAL METAL

The dHvA effect is an oscillatory contribution to the ma
netization M̃ of a metal, which is periodic in the invers
applied magnetic fieldB0

21, whereB05m0H. In the normal
state, dHvA oscillations are conventionally interpreted us
the semiclassical Lifshitz-Kosevich~LK ! theory for a collec-
tion of weakly interacting quasiparticles.27 The frequency
and amplitude of the oscillations provide information abo
the low-energy quasiparticles. Each extremal cross-secti
areaA of the Fermi surface in the plane normal to the a
plied field B0 gives an infinite series of oscillatory compo
nents to M̃LK with fundamental frequencyF5(\/2pe)A
given by

M̃LK}(
r 51

`

a~B0 ,T,r !sinF2pr S F

B0
2

1

2D6
p

4 G , ~1!

where
11 698 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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a~B0 ,T,r !5B0
21/2 T

sinh~2p2rkBTm!/e\B0!

3cosS rpgmbG

2me
DexpS 2

rpmb

eB0t0
DRs , ~2!

mb5
\

2p R
orbit

dk

vF~k!
, ~3!

andRs51 in the normal metallic state. The exponential fa
tor ~Dingle factor! in Eq. ~2! accounts for the scattering du
to static defects and impurities,t0

21 being the quasiparticle
scattering rate. Alternatively, one can express the dampin
a Landau level broadening\/2t0 or Dingle temperature
\/2t05pkBTD . G is the many-body exchange~or Stoner!
enhancement of the Pauli susceptibility.28

Three ‘‘electron masses’’ appear in Eq.~2!, the mass of
the electron is denoted byme . The difference between thes
masses has been discussed in the literature,28–31 we summa-
rize these below. We denote the ‘‘band mass’’ compu
from Eq. ~3! by mb . In this equation the Fermi velocityvF
5(1/\)(dE/dk) is calculated from a quasiparticle ban
structure as envisaged by Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham32,33

We note thatmb is not directly measured by de Haas-v
Alphen experiments~see below!. The ‘‘renormalized mass’’
m! occurs in the sinh factor in Eq.~2! andcan be measured
directly from the temperature dependence of the amplit
of the dHvA oscillations. Appropriately averaging this ma
over all sheets of the Fermi surface would yield the elect
mass determined from specific heat measurements.
renormalized massm! differs frommb in that it includes the
effects of interactions of the electrons with excitations su
as phonons, magnons, and other magnetic excitations.
presence of these low-frequency degrees of freedom can
to a large enhancement ofm! over mb . It has been shown
theoretically that the factormb /t0 in the exponential or
Dingle factor of Eq.~2! is unaffected by the electron-phono
interaction29 and is also believed to be unaffected by oth
electron interactions.28

III. THE de HAAS-van ALPHEN EFFECT
IN THE VORTEX STATE

A. Field inhomogeneity in the vortex state

The observation of the dHvA effect requires stringe
conditions on themacroscopichomogeneity of the magneti
field B(r ) within the sample. Field inhomogeneities result
a loss of phase coherence between dHvA oscillations f
different parts of the sample and hence a suppression o
overall amplitude. The formation of the flux line lattic
~FLL! on entering the mixed state introduces a somew
different complication: amicroscopicfield variation, that is
on a length scale less than the cyclotron orbit radiusr c . It
has been suggested that the suppression of the dHvA o
lations can be explained by ‘‘phase smearing’’ as a resul
the inhomogeneous magnetic field distribution within the
perconducting vortex state.2,7,11 In order to determine
whether the field inhomogeneity due to the FLL itself nee
to be included in our consideration of the dHvA effect in t
-
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superconducting state, a numerical estimate of this effect
performed for an ideal type-II superconductor with a hexa
nal FLL.

We consider the highest occupied Landau level. With
the semiclassical approximation, the flux threading the c
responding cyclotron orbit in real space is quantized:

f5E B~r !•dS5~n1g!
2p\

e
. ~4!

The inhomogeneous field implies that for a given Land
index n the orbit size will vary according to the location o
its center in the FLL. To our knowledge, there are no dir
measurements by neutron scattering or muon spin reson
of the magnetic field distribution for largek materials at the
fields ('10 T! used in the present experiments. There a
however, a number of theoretical treatments, which h
been experimentally confirmed at lower fields,34,35 which
give an estimate of the magnetic field distribution within t
Ginzburg-Landau formalism. The magnetic field within
clean superconductor close toBc2 can be described as35

B~r !5^B~r !&1m0uM u (
KÞ0

bKcosK•r , ~5!

where ^B(r )& is the spatially averaged induction andm0M
5B02^B(r )& is the magnetization.

For a hexagonal FLL with lattice parametera, the recip-
rocal lattice vectorK5Kmn5(2p/a)@ x̂m1 ŷ(2n1m)/A3#
~the applied fieldB0 parallel to thez axis!. At low tempera-
tures (T!Tc) the Fourier coefficients bK are
approximately34 given by bK'(21)n(33/4/2p)/n3/2, where
n5m21mn1n2. In the simulation we only use the Fourie
components withn51. The magnetization is given by35

M5
1

m0

B c22B0

~2k221!bA

, ~6!

where k is the Ginzburg-Landau~GL! parameter andbA
51.1596 for the hexagonal FLL. Strictly speaking, th
equation only applies in the dirty limit close toTc . In the
clean limit l @j, as is the case for the materials studied
this work, k diverges forT→0 andB0'Bc2 which implies
that M vanishes.36,37 Therefore, Eq.~6! represents an uppe
bound for the magnetization.

To calculate the distribution of areas of orbits linking th
same magnetic flux, we first sample cyclotron orbits of fix
area with random centers in the FLL unit cell@see Fig. 1~a!#.
The set of randomly sampled orbits has fluxes$f i% and a
typical distributionP(f) shown in Fig. 1~b! calculated for
the parameters of V3Si. (V3Si has a lowerk value than
NbSe2 and hence the effect of the field inhomogeneity w
be stronger.! The field dependence of the standard deviat
of the distributiondf is shown in Fig. 2~a!. The variation of
df as a function of the applied magnetic field shows sh
minima which are found to be periodic in 1/AB. This behav-
ior can be simply understood as a ‘‘geometrical resonan
of the cyclotron orbit sizer c with the FLL lattice parameter
a. The minima indf occur such thatr c}na wheren is an
integer.
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11 700 57T. J. B. M. JANSSENet al.
To obtain the corresponding distribution of areas of orb
linking the same flux, we note that in the limituB(r )
2^B(r )&u!B0 such orbits can be obtained by increasing~or
decreasing! the area by (f i2^f i&)/B0. The standard devia
tion of the distribution of areas isdf/B0 and the correspond
ing spread of reciprocal space areas is (eB0 /\)2df/B0. Us-
ing the fact thatF5(\/2pe)A, the spread in orbit size
gives rise to an apparent spread in dHvA frequencies27 dF
5(\/2pe)(eB0 /\)2df/B0. This results in an additiona
field-dependent factor in the amplitude

Rs5expS 2
2pdF

B0
D . ~7!

The magnitude of 12Rs is about two orders of magnitud
smaller than the observed values of 12Rs reported in Sec.
V. We therefore conclude that the direct effect of the mic
scopic field inhomogeneity due to the vortex lattice ha
negligible effect on the amplitude of the dHvA oscillation
under the present conditions.

B. Microscopic theories

A number of theoretical models have been proposed
explain the persistence of the dHvA effect belowBc2 in a
type-II superconductor. We begin with a brief discussion
order to highlight their distinguishing features. In particul

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of a triangular flux-line lattice with lattic

parametera and unit cell (ax̂,2a/A3ŷ) with the applied field par-
allel to thez axis. Two cyclotron orbits are shown with differen
centers within the FLL unit cell. Note that the cyclotron radius
this picture is drawn 5 times smaller than the actual size. In
simulation we calculate the flux through typically 1000 orbits w
random centers in the unit cell, producing a probability distribut
such as shown in~b!. ~b! P(f) versusf, plotted as the deviation
from the average flux, calculated for the parameters of V3Si.
s

-
a

to

,

we identify the form of the magnetic field dependence of
dHvA effect. We note that there are also models applica
only to two-dimensional~2D! systems38–41 which are not
applicable to the materials considered in the present inve
gation. Although NbSe2 is a layered compound, the Ferm
surface feature studied here is three dimensional3 in the sense
that the variation of the cross-sectional area of the Fe
surface perpendicular to the applied field is much grea
than the difference in area of consecutive Landau or
2peB0 /\.

A common feature of all the theoretical models is t
suppression of the dHvA oscillations with respect to the st
dard LK formula@Eq. ~1!#. It is convenient to describe thi
suppression through the factorRs in Eq. ~1!. In describing
the experimental data, it is convenient to define a ‘‘scatter
rate’’ ts

21 due to the superconductivity through the relatio

Rs5expS 2
prmb

eB0ts
D . ~8!

Several of the microscopic models can be couched in
form. The microscopic theories which consid
explicitly28,42,43which mass occurs in Eq.~8! use the band
massmb rather than the effective massm!.

The damping of quantum oscillations in the mixed state
presumed to include the influence of impurities and sta
defects, as observed in the normal state, in addition to
arising from superconducting order. Hence, parametriz
the damping due to superconducting order byts

21(B0 ,T),
we may write for the total scattering ratêt21&5^t0

21&
1^ts

21&, in which ^•••& designates an orbitally average
value. This additive relation, or ‘‘orbital Mattheissen rule
will break down if t0

21 is influenced by the superconductiv
ity or if the anisotropies oft0

21(k) and ts
21(k) differ. We

FIG. 2. ~a! Variation of the standard deviation,df, of the cal-
culated probability distributions, such as displayed in Fig. 1~b!, as a
function of the applied magnetic fieldB0. The oscillations are pe-
riodic in 1/AB0}na. ~b! Damping expressed as 12Rs resulting
from the field inhomogeneity, versus magnetic field.
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note that the microscopic theory of Dukan and Tesˇanović
~discussed below! explicitly does notassume the orbital Mat
theissen rule.

The superconducting gapD enters all of the models dis
cussed below. In the absence of measurements of the fi
dependent superconductor gap, we use the equation

D~B0!5D~0!A12
B0

Bc2
~9!

to describe the field-dependence of the superconducting
This form has considerable theoretical justification.35

1. Theories of Maki, Stephen, and Wasserman and Springford
(MSWS)

The approach of Maki44 is based on semiclassical a
proximations for the electron Green function in the mix
state. The approximation first introduced by Brandtet al.45

was to retain only the spatially averaged value ofD2. The
existence of a gapless excitation spectrum is also a featu
Brandt’s approach.45 Whereas excitations withk parallel to
B have the familiar BCS form, those in planes perpendicu
to B are gapless. Because it is precisely the latter that
probed in a dHvA experiment, the physical origin of qua
tum oscillations in the superconducting state is due to
gaplessness. Maki finds that the dHvA oscillations have
extra damping@Eq. ~8!# in the superconducting state whe
ts

21 is now given by

\ts
215

2ApD2~B0!L

vF
~10!

or

Rs5expF2p3/2S Dmb

\eB0
D 2S B0

F D 1/2G , ~11!

whereL5(2\eB0)21/2, vF is the Fermi velocity. The quan
tities on the right hand side of Eq.~10! may vary around the
orbit, e.g., in NbSe2, the Fermi velocity is anisotropic. In thi
case we interpret Eq.~10! to be orbitally averaged and us
^1/vF&5mb /A2\eF. Stephen46,47 obtained Maki’s result by
solving the Bogoliubov–de Gennes~BdG! equations for
magnetic fields close toBc2 ~smallD) but his result, a quan
tized energy spectrum with level spacing\vc , differs from
that of Dukan and Tesanovic.42

Wasserman and Springford43 incorporated Brandt’s self
energy in a general field-theoretic expression for the dH
effect in an interacting system28 in which the real and imagi-
nary parts of the electron self-energy evaluated on theimagi-
nary energyaxis renormalize the frequency and amplitu
terms in the original LK formula whilst leaving its gener
structure unaltered. The real part of the self-energy vanis
corresponding to no change in the dHvA frequen
~Stephen’s47 approach predicts a small energy shift!. The
imaginary part, however, is finite and contributes an ex
damping term identical to Eq.~10!. In the above models, th
damping is determined by thespatially averagedvalue of
D2, a result which underlines its insensitivity to the degree
order in the vortex lattice. The inclusion of higher ord
terms representing Fourier components of the 2D perio
order parameter associated with the ordered vortex lattic
ld-

p.
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straightforward, but was found by Wasserman and Spri
ford not to add significantly to the result expressed in E
~10!.

In Fig. 3 we illustrate the various contributions in th
model for the material NbSe2 ~details for this material are
given below!. \/2t0 represents the Landau-level broadeni
due to impurity scattering and\vc is the Landau-level spac
ing. Ignoring the vortex state, the classical limit for obse
ing the quantum oscillations is given by the conditio
\/2t0'\vc ~marked by the dashed vertical line!. When the
vortex state is included, a superconducting gap develops
low Bc2, which leads to an additional broadening of th
Landau-levels given by Eq.~10!. In this picturet0 is taken to
be a constant as a function of magnetic field, independen
whether a vortex state is present or not. This assumption
not be true, but seems to be supported by the field theore
model of Wasserman and Springford. Figure 3 illustrates
increased magnetic field dependent damping in the vo
state as the gap parameter develops.

2. Theory of Miyake (MMG)

Miyake48 considered the extreme type-II limitk@1 and
neglected the spatial variation of the superconducting gapD.
BCS-quasiparticle states are then quantized using the s
classical Bohr-Sommerfeld rule. An expression for the os
latory magnetization can then be obtained following t
usual Lifshitz-Kosevich method. The result of such a calc
lation yields an additional factor

Rs5aK1~a! ~12!

in the superconducting state, wherea52prDmb /\eB0.
K1(z) is the Bessel function of imaginary argument. In th
theory, the contributions of the normal core regions are
glected. The damping in the superconducting state res
from replacing the sharp step in the Fermi-Dirac occupat
function with BCS quasiparticle energies and occupat
functions. Miller and Gyo¨rffy49 have derived the same re
sults starting from the BdG equation~see below!. For the

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram showing the relevant energies
function of magnetic field calculated for the parameters of NbS2.
The angle between magnetic field andc axis is 68.6°. The solid line
is the cyclotron energy\vc , the dotted line is the superconductin
energy gap calculated using the BCS relation withD(0) taken to be
the BCS value of 1.1 meV. The long dashed line is the fie
dependent damping due to the vortex state calculated using
~10!. The horizontal solid line represents the field independent L
dau level broadening due to impurity scattering.
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11 702 57T. J. B. M. JANSSENet al.
case of a simple BCS superconductor, where the gap pa
eter is isotropic, this model predicts a large attenuation of
quantum oscillations in the vortex state. If, however, the g
vanishes at some point~s! or line~s! on the Fermi surface, the
size ofRs becomes of order unity~small damping! when the
cyclotron orbit ink space passes through such zeros eve
the gap parameter on other parts of the cyclotron orbi
sizable.

3. Theory of Dukan and Tesˇanović (DT)

This approach42 rests upon the observation that, in th
quantum limit (\vc@D) where the Landau levels can b
treated explicitly,D(r ), the spatial dependent order param
eter, goes to zero at sites corresponding to the position
the vortex cores. The excitation spectrum, calculated by a
lytically solving the BdG equations, is found to be ‘‘gap
less’’ at a related set of points in the magnetic Brillouin zo
of the flux lattice. Furthermore, with some modification, th
behavior persists to relatively low fields, far belowBc2.50

The physical origin of the dHvA effect in the vortex state
traced to this particular feature of the excitation spectru
The oscillatory part of the thermodynamic potential in t
superconducting state is then calculated in the presenc
this gapless spectrum. Oscillatory contributions to the pot
tial are divided into two components, one from the gapl
region and a second but negligible contribution from the
mainder of the~gapped! Fermi surface. The gapless regionG
has an area attributed to it that is essentially the sum of
normal areas around the nodes. In reciprocal spaceG has a
radiusqc given by

qc5C maxS T

D
,
G

D D , ~13!

whereC is a constant of order unity,G is the imaginary part
of the electron self-energy related to the total effective sc
tering ratet tot

21 by G5\/2t tot , andD is defined as the am
plitude of the order parameter. A self-consistent calculat
of G whenD.2G0 yields

G~B0!5AG0D~B0!

2
, ~14!

whereG0 is the value in the normal state and the magne
field dependence ofD is taken into account via the
Ginzburg-Landau equation

D~B0!5D~0!S 12
B0

Bc2
D 1/2

. ~15!

This leads to the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic
the dHvA effect in a superconductor containing an additio
term to that in the normal state,

Rs52FC maxS T

D
,
G

D D G2

expS 2pmb

eB0t tot
D , ~16!

with \t tot
2152G(B0) for D.2G0 and \t tot

2152G05\t0
21

for D,2G0.
m-
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4. Theory of Miller and Györffy (MG)

In this approach49 the BdG equations corresponding to
simple tight binding model in a magnetic field are solv
using a real-space recursion method, to give a self-consis
microscopic solution for the Abrikosov flux lattice. A ke
result is the appearance of a discrete Landau-level-like st
ture in the density of states spectrum, even in the presenc
a large order parameter. The ground state is visualized
being formed from Cooper pairs of electrons which occu
discrete ‘‘Landau levels.’’ With changing magnetic field, th
levels adjust in a manner not dissimilar to the case o
normal metal leading to quantum oscillations in the therm
dynamic potential with the same period. The origin of t
dHvA effect in the vortex state is identified with this unde
lying quantization of the superconducting ground state
ergy. Although the frequency of quantum oscillations is u
changed in this model from its value in the normal state,
amplitude is diminished according to Eq.~12! essentially be-
cause the thermodynamic potential includes the variation
particle occupation numberuuku2 which changes over an en
ergy region on the scale ofD, the magnitude of the orde
parameter.

5. Theory of Norman, MacDonald, and Akera (NMA)

NMA ~Ref. 51! also seek a solution of the mean field g
BdG equations in the vortex state in the presence of Lan
quantization of the energy levels, although their approac
based on a different formalism. Again, gapless branche
the excitation spectrum are a feature of their solution as
the previous model. The magnetic field is assumed unifo
throughout the superconductor and the free energy and h
magnetization calculated for a representative model o
weak-coupling superconductor. Although direct comparis
of these results with experiments on specific materials is
ficult, estimates of the additional damping due to the pr
ence of a superconducting order parameter can be mad
introducing an amplitude reduction factor for the fundame
tal dHvA harmonic as in Eq.~8!. Near Bc2 and neglecting
off-diagonal pairing, the superconducting relaxation ratets

21

is found to be,

\ts
21'0.6n21/4kBTcS 12

B0

Bc2
D 1/2

, ~17!

which incorporates the Ginzburg-Landau form of the fie
dependence ofTc . The presence ofn21/4, in which n is the
Landau level index, means that small pieces of Fermi surf
suffer stronger damping than larger ones. Using a theore
model to infer the full damping when inter-Landau lev
~off-diagonal! pairing is included, they find that the relax
ation rate is enhanced by approximately 3.5, so that Eq.~17!
becomes

\ts
21'n21/4D8~B0!, ~18!

in which D8(B0 ,T), is directly related to the energy gap, b
by an unspecified numerical constant.

In a later report Norman and McDonald52 studied the
magnetic quantum oscillations in the vortex state in grea
detail and noted that the actual behavior is more com
cated. They argue that a crossover regime exists from lin
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to quadratic behavior in the order parameter when the qu
tity F0 /n1/4 falls below 2pkBT, whereF0 is defined in Ref.
51 as the vortex lattice analogue of the BCS gap. This
plies that at higher temperatures the relaxation rate takes
form

\ts
21'n21/2D82~B0!. ~19!

In the crossover regime both terms should be present.53

6. Theory of Maniv, Rom, Vagner, and Wyder (MRVW)

MRVW ~Refs. 38–41! start with a Gorkov-Ginzburg-
Landau like expansion of the free energy in the superc
ducting state to forth order in the superconducting order
rameter. For a two-dimensional~2D! superconductor, they
find a new contribution to the dHVA oscillations which is
antiphase with normal state oscillatory magnetization. T
total oscillatory magnetization corresponds to

Rs512p3/2S Dmb

\eB0
D 2S B0

F D 1/2

. ~20!

In the limit of smallD2 this is the same as the MSWS form
however, the MRVW theory is strictly only applicable in th
2D limit.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The experiments described in this work were perform
in a cryomagnetic system incorporating a top-loading d
tion refrigerator with a base temperature of 17 mK and
superconducting solenoid providing a field of 13.6 T at 4
K. The field modulation method of detection was used
modulation frequencies in the range 1–20 Hz. Some of
experiments were performed in a 60 T pulsed magnet sys
at temperatures down to 1.2 K. The single crystal samp
used have each been described in earlier work.3,8 Details of
the properties and bandstructures of these materials ca
found in these articles and references therein. Before
present the experimental results in the next section we
cuss some of the experimental issues pertaining to the ob
vation of the dHvA effect in the vortex state of a superco
ductor.

A number of techniques are used for the detection
quantum oscillations in metals; these include field modu
tion, pulsed techniques, and torque magnetometry. Magn
thermal oscillations were initially detected by a field mod
lation technique, while dHvA~magnetization! oscillations
have been detected both by field modulation and pulsed
methods. Most of the measurements presented in this p
were made using a field modulation technique in which
oscillatory fieldb(t)5b0cos(vt) is superimposed parallel t
a ‘‘quasistatic’’ field B0 which increases~or decreases!
slowly (Ḃ0!b0v) at a constant rate. Below we consid
what effect the formation of the vortex state has on meas
ments performed in this way.

A. dHvA measurements in the presence of pinning

In real superconductors flux lines are pinned by inhom
geneities in the material, e.g., dislocations, vacancies,
grain boundaries. The pinning of flux lines has been d
n-
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cussed extensively.54 Pinning has a number of consequenc
concerning the present measurements.~1! The magnetization
M (B) and the field distribution within the superconduct
B(r ) are history dependent andM displays a hysteresis loo
when the applied field is cycled.~2! The dHvA amplitude
will be decreased because of the variation of the magn
field over the sample~‘‘phase smearing’’! and the partial
penetration of the modulation field into the sample. In t
following section we use a Bean model analysis to estim
the effect of pinning on our dHvA measurements.

1. ac magnetic response in the mixed state

A quantitative picture of the effect of pinning is afforde
by the Bean model.35,55 In its original version, this mode
assumes aB-independent critical current densityJc . We
consider the response of a flat superconducting slab to a
frequency ac field superimposed on a constant field,Ba(t)
5B01b0cos(vt). The applied fieldBa is assumed to be
along thez direction and the thin dimension of the slab
along x. The Maxwell equation curl(B)5m0J then yields
2]Bz /]x5m0Jy . If the applied field is increased from zer
to Ba5B01b0, the resulting field distributions inside th
superconductor are shown in Fig. 4~a!, whereB!5 1

2 m0Jca.
Here we have considered three separate regimes depen
on the relative magnitude ofb0 andB!. Upon decreasing the
applied field toB02b0 the resulting field profiles are show
in Fig. 4~b!. The average fieldŝB&5*B(x) dx/*dx in each
case can easily be calculated; these are

^B&↑5B01b02B!/2

^B&↓5B01b02B!/22b0
2/B!J for b0,B* ,

^B&↑5B01b02B!/2

^B&↓5B02b01B!/2 J for b0.B!, ~21!

^B&↑'B01b0

^B&↓'B02b0
J for b0@B!.

Note that forb0@B! the effect of pinning is minimal and the
resulting field distribution homogeneous.

The hysteresis loops obtained in each case are show
Fig. 4~c!, from which it is observed that the modulation fie
inside the superconductor depends critically on the relat
magnitudes ofb0 andB!, and therefore on the magnetizatio
~or critical currentJc) and the geometry of the sample. For
real superconductor the critical currentJc is not B indepen-
dent as assumed in the Bean model and consequently
magnitude of the hysteresis will change as a function
magnetic field. This will result in an average modulatio
field inside the superconductor which isB dependent and
affects the measured amplitude of the dHvA oscillations.

We have measured the hysteresis loops generated by
modulation field for the NbSe2 sample used in the dHvA
experiments. Figure 5 shows a collection of hysteresis lo
measured at several different values of the constant m
magnetic fieldB0. In order to intensify the effect of pinning
the modulation amplitude was set atb052 mT which is
about 25 times smaller than the modulation amplitude u
in the dHvA experiments. The hysteresis loops were m
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sured with the pick-up coils balanced to give zero respo
in the normal state just aboveBc2, i.e., the normal state
responseM (B) is subtracted. The response in the norm
metallic state is similar to the case depicted in Fig. 4~c! for
b0@B!. Therefore, in order to compare the measured hys
esis loops in Fig. 5 with the calculated loops in Fig. 4, w
must subtract this normal state response from the respo
in Fig. 4~c!. The height of the hysteresis loops in Fig. 4~d!
will then be given by 2b02b0

2/B! for b0,B!, B! for b0

.B!, and zero forb0@B!.
The height of the hysteresis loops can also be obtaine

measuring the ac response at the fundamental of the m
lation frequency, which is shown in Fig. 6, giving a qualit
tive measure ofB! as a function of magnetic field. The sig
nal also contains a contribution of the backgrou
susceptibility and is thus not directly proportional toB! and
Jc . For illustration the magnetic field dependence ofJc is
shown schematically in the inset of Fig. 6.

Figure 6 suggests that the response of the flux lattice

FIG. 4. Field profiles for a flat superconducting slab accord
to the Bean model. The magnetic field is increased from zero
Ba5B01b0 giving rise to the profiles shown in~a! according to the
relative magnitudes ofb0 andB!. Upon decreasing the field by 2b0

~the range of the modulation field!, the profiles in~b! are obtained.
~c! Calculated hysteresis loops produced by the modulating m
netic field b(t)5Ba(t)2B0. The vertical axis isd^B&(t)5^B&(t)
2B0 which is proportional to the magnetization. Finally, the b
anced response~a second coil is used to subtract the field in t
absence of sample! is shown in~d!.
e

l

r-

es

by
u-

a

modulation field can be split into three different regime
The superconducting transition occurs at a field of'13.3 T,
as indicated by the onset of the so-called ‘‘peak effect’’@re-
gion ~I! in Fig. 6#. The peak effect~which stretches from
'13.3 down to'11.5 T! is due to pinning of the vortices in
a field regime where the flux lattice is soft and thus able
distort easily.56,57 From a comparison of the measured hy
teresis loops in Fig. 5 in the peak effect region with t
calculated loops in Fig. 4~d!, we can conclude that for this
regime the response is similar to the situation depicted
b0.B!. For fields just below the peak effect region the ela
tic constants of the flux lattice decrease~as the vortex lines
become more widely spaced and interactions reduce! and the
average effect of the pinning centers is reduced@region ~II !
in Fig. 6#. This region stretches from'11.5 down to'4 T,
which corresponds to the case forb0!B! in Fig. 4~d!. In the
low field limit the number of vortices is small and so th
intervortex spacing is necessarily large@region ~III ! in Fig.
6#. This means that the elastic constants of the flux lattice
small and the flux lattice can be easily distorted near pinn
sites. From comparing the measured hysteresis loop at
with the calculated loop shown in Fig. 4~d!, we conclude that
for the low field regimeb0,B!.

2. Quantitative estimation of the attenuation due to pinning

In the present study, we were unable to record dH
oscillations in the peak effect region just belowBc2 due to

g
to

g-

FIG. 5. Measured hysteresis loops at several different magn
fields for the NbSe2 sample. Thex axis is obtained by time inte-
grating the signal from one half of the balanced pick-up coil and
proportional to the modulation fieldb(t)5b0cosvt with b0'2 mT
and f 54.8 Hz.~In the dHvA experimentsb0'50 mT.! The y axis
is obtained by time integrating the signal from the total balanc
pick-up coil and is proportional tod^B&(t) ~i.e., the magnetization!.
The pick-up coils were electronically balanced, to give zero
sponse, in the normal metallic state at 13.5 T just above Bc2.
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the rapid variation of the non-oscillatory component of t
magnetic response. It is unclear whether dHvA oscillatio
exist in this region in the materials under study. We note t
Terashimaet al.16 have recently observed quantum oscil
tions throughBc2 and the peak effect region in YNi2B2C and
observed a reduction in amplitude in this region possibly d
to an increase in pinning.

The results obtained in the present work were collecte
the region of weak pinning~II !. It is clearly important to
establish whether pinning results in a reduction of the
served dHvA signal in our measurements. As discusse
Sec. IV A 1, the characteristic shape of the hysteresis lo
in Fig. 5, allows the estimation ofB!. Since data was no
collected in the peak effect region~I!, the loop collected at
4.25 T corresponds to the worst case. We estimateB!

50.12 mT. The dHvA data presented later were collec
with b550 mT; if b@B! thenB! is the variation of B over
the sample. Phase smearing due a inhomogeneous mag
field whose distribution has a half widthdB lead to a damp-
ing factor Rf5exp(22pFdB/B0). Using values for NbSe2,
F5144 T, B054.25 T, and assumingdB5B!, gives Rf
50.97, an order magnitude less than the observed atte
tion. We conclude that flux pinning effects cannot expla
the amplitude reduction in dHvA amplitude observed in t
mixed state.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Determination of dHvA amplitude

It is essential to have a reliable method of determining
amplitude of the oscillations as a function of magnetic fie
with an estimate of the error for each point. To achieve t
we have chosen to fit a general form of the LK expression
the data using the nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt metho58

We also include higher-order harmonics and impose a q
dratic polynomial function for the background magnetiz
tion. The fitting function is given by

FIG. 6. Measured ac response~i.e., the signal at the fundamenta
of the modulation frequency! as a function of magnetic field fo
NbSe2 at a temperature of 20 mK with the magnetic field perpe
dicular to the crystalc axis. The normal-state ac response at 13.
has been subtracted. The signal amplitude of the ac response c
sponds to the height of the hysteresis loop as displayed in Fig
The inset shows a schematic of the critical current versus magn
field. The three indicated regimes correspond to~I! peak effect re-
gion where pinning is strong,~II ! region where pinning is weak, an
~III ! region where pinning increases again.
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f ~B0 ,ar ,br ,cr ,a,b,g!5(
r 51

2

arexpF rbr S 1

B0
2

1

Bi
D G

3sinF2pr S F

B0
2

1

2D1cr G1a

1bB01gB0
2 . ~22!

The data are split up into equal intervals in 1/B0 of a length
corresponding to 112 oscillations of the fundamental fre
quency and center 1/Bi . In this way it is possible to extrac
the field-dependent amplitudea1(Bi) of the fundamental (r
51) dHvA frequency. We choose not to impose any furth
constraints on the fitting procedure to ensure statistical in
pendence between data points. After the set of po
$a1(Bi)% have been corrected for the effect of fie
modulation,59 they may be compared with@Eq. ~2!#. We first
use data withBi.Bc2 to determine the normal state scatte
ing ratet0

21 and thenRs(Bi) is obtained by comparing the
data collected at fieldsBi,Bc2 with @Eq. ~2!#.

B. NbSe2

The layered material NbSe2 is a convenient material fo
studying the quantum oscillations in the vortex state. It ha
modestTc ('7.2 K! andBc2512.7 T for B0 parallel to the
layers~parallel to thea axis! and 4.2 T forB0 perpendicular
to the layers~parallel to thec axis!. This implies that for
orientations of the magnetic field away from thea axis a
reasonable range of normal-state data can be obtained in
experimental set up in one single magnetic field sweep.
we shall discuss below the inclusion of normal-state data
of paramount importance for the analysis of the damp
mechanisms in the vortex state. As discussed above,
though NbSe2 is a layered material with strong anisotrop
properties its Fermi surface is three dimensional.

Figure 7~a! shows the dHvA signal in NbSe2 for the field
aligned 68.6° from thec axis. The Fourier spectrum give
F5155 T and the effective mass was determined from
temperature dependence of the dHvA amplitude asm!

50.6160.01 me . From left to right three regimes can b
observed in Fig. 7~a!; normal state, peak-effect region, an
vortex state. Figure 7~b! shows the field dependence of th
amplitude of the first harmonica1(B0) determined by the
procedure described in Sec. V A. Fitting the data forB0

.Bc2 yields a normal-state damping\t0
2151.3160.02 meV

@Fig. 7~c!#. This value was then used to determine$Rs(Bi)%
which are shown in Fig. 8.

1. Comparison with theory

We can now proceed to compareRs(B0) with the differ-
ent theoretical models given in Sec. III B. In most models
product of the mass and gap parameter appears direct
mbD(0) in the Rs(B0) damping equations or indirectly a
G/D(0) in the DT model. Therefore, as a first step we w
obtain the productmbD(0) by fitting each model to the mea
suredRs(B0) and allowingmbD(0) to vary. Then, in the
next step we will discuss the various methods for determ
ing the band mass and calculate the resulting supercond
ing gap parameters.

-

rre-
4.
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Figure 8 shows a comparison of our measuredRs(B0)
with four of the theoretical models. In each panel the so
line shows the result of fitting the model to the measu
Rs(B0) and allowingmbD(0) to vary. The fitted values o
mbD(0) are collected in Table I. The dashed line shows
results obtained usingD(0)51.1 meV, the literature value
from infrared and Raman scattering experiments,60,61 and
mb50.52 me ~discussed below!. From analyzing many dif-
ferent data traces we find that it is important to collect data
both the normal and superconducting states when compa
with the theoretical models. This provides an accurate e
mate oft0

21 and constrains the amplitude in the vortex sta
In the last column of Table I thex2/n values of the fits are

listed which are representative of the quality of the fit. Fro
these values and inspection of Fig. 8 we observe that
MSWS theory gives the best fit to the NbSe2 data over a
wide field range. The MMG theory can also provide the rig
functional form, however, with a lesser quality than t
MSWS theory.

FIG. 7. ~a! dHvA oscillations in NbSe2 for u568.6° betweenc
axis and magnetic field, both above and below the critical fi
~which itself is dependent on the orientation in this anisotropic m
terial!. Trace was obtained by low frequency~5 Hz! field modula-
tion method, atT520 mK. ~b! Amplitude a1(Bi) calculated using
the procedure described in Sec. V A and corrected for the effec
field modulation.~c! Field dependence of ln@ai(Bi)sinh(X)Bi

1/2T21#
for the above data trace~sometimes referred to as Dingle plo!
showing the onset of an additional attenuation on passing from
normal to the superconducting state atBc2. The solid line is a fit to
the data in the normal state.
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The third row in Table I gives results when using th
NMA model @Eq. ~18!# with the linear dependence on th
gap parameter@}n21/4D8(0)#. The temperature and energ
scales of our experiment suggest that we are in the appro
ate regime for the linear behavior to apply (F0,2pkBT),
however, from thex2/n value in Table I and Fig. 8 it is clea
that the fit is very poor.

When we use the quadratic dependence on the gap pa
eter @}n21/2D82(0)# better quality fits can be obtained. Fo
all our data the quadratic equation generates better fits
the linear equation which appears to contradict with the c
ditions explained in Sec. III B 5 and Ref. 53, which stat
that the linear equation should apply at low temperatu
(,1 K for NbSe2) and the quadratic equation for highe
temperatures.

The limits of the DT model are more complex@see Eq.
~16!# and the model involves one extra unknown parame
the constantC in Eq. ~13!. This implies that this model can
not be fitted over the entire range for which we have o
tained data in the vortex state, which is partly responsible
the larger value ofx2/n. In particular the region close to

d
-

of

e

FIG. 8. Rs(Bi) for NbSe2 determined from the data shown i
Fig. 7. Filled squares represent normal-state data and open sq
vortex state data. The predictions of the theoretical models
scribed in the text are shown by~i! dashed lines: model prediction
calculated using the literature value of the superconducting gap
band mass and~ii ! solid lines: model predictions fitted to the da
allowing mbD(0) to vary.

TABLE I. Results of fittingmbD(0) using the different theoret
ical models to the experimental data for NbSe2 with the magnetic
field titled by 68.6° from thec-axis. The column labeledx2/n
measures the quality of the fit.

Model mbD(0) (memeV! x2/n

MSWS @Eq. ~10!# 0.3660.01 1.04
MMG @Eq. ~12!# 0.0660.01 1.62
NMA @Eq. ~18!# 0.0960.02 4.19
DT @Eq. ~16!# 0.8060.02 2.49
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Bc2, whenD(B0),\t0
21, is not included. In our data analy

sis the extra parameterC was kept fixed.

2. Band mass inNbSe2

The cyclotron mass measured from the temperature
pendence of the dHvA amplitude yields an effective m
which includes the effects of electron-electron and electr
phonon interactions. However, theunrenormalized or band
massappears to enter into the theoretical models describe
Sec. III B. A knowledge of the correct band mass is one
the major uncertainties in our comparison between the
and experiment.

Corcoranet al.3 have performed a self-consistent ba
structure calculation for NbSe2 in the normal noncharge
density-wave state using a full potential linearized au
mented plane wave~FLAPW! method. From this calculation
a band mass62 of mb50.52me was obtained when the mag
netic field is aligned at 70° from thec axis, indicating a mass
enhancement factor (m!/mb511l), l50.17 ~See Table
II !. In the case of V3Si, no detailed Fermi surface calcula
tions are available, we therefore compared the calcula
density of states with the measured specific heat coeffici
Applying this method to NbSe2, with gexp518.5
mJ mol21 K22 ~Ref. 63! and gcalc56.7 mJ mol21 K22

~Ref. 3!, suggests an overall mass-enhancement factol
51.77.

3. Superconducting gap parameter inNbSe2

With the above value ofmb and the fitted values o
mbD(0) for the different theoretical models listed in Table
we can obtain the superconducting gap parameter in e
case which are listed in Table III. In the second row of Ta
III we have included the superconducting gap parame
when the measured effective mass is used. We note
these values are consistent with the values published in
lier work.3 The formation of the low-temperature charg
density wave is not included in the band structure calcu
tions and likely to altermb . As a result the values ofD(0)
would change proportionally for each model.

TABLE II. Measured effective mass and calculated band m
obtained from the band structure calculation for NbSe2. The last
column lists the mass-enhancement factor which is given
m!/mb511l.

m! (me) mb (me) l

Corcoran~Ref. 3! 0.6160.01 0.52 0.17
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From Table III we observe that the MMG model gross
overestimates the attenuation of the oscillations in the mi
state. Similarly the NMA model results in a value ofD(0)
which fall well short of the literature value. The DT an
MSWS models result in values ofD(0) which are closest to
the literature value of 1.1 meV.

4. Orientation dependence study

A common feature of all of the theoretical models d
scribed above is that the attenuation of the dHvA oscillatio
in the mixed state is a function of the superconducting g
D(0). Measurements performed as a function of orientat
(u) can then in principle yield the orientation dependence
the orbitally averaged superconducting gap. We note that
determination of the gap in this way is model dependent
order to be specific we use the MSWS model which provid
the best description of our NbSe2 data. In order to determine
the orientation dependence of the gap we need to know thu
dependence oft0

21 andmb . Unfortunately, due to the large
anisotropy ofBc2(u) we are unable to collect data in th
normal state for all orientations. The Fermi surface of NbS2
is an oblate ellipsoid3 with kc50.05 Å andka50.338 Å.
Figure 9 summarizes our results for NbSe2. The upper panel
of Fig. 9 shows the mean free pathl m f p(u)@5nFt0(u)#.
The solid line is a fit assuming the mean free path has
same symmetry as the Fermi surface expressed byl m f p(u)
5l m f p(0)/@11ecos2(u)# which is used in our computation
of D(0). Themiddle panel of Fig. 9 showsm!(u), the solid
line is a fit assumingm! is proportional to the Fermi surfac
cross sectional area. We further assume that the renorma
tion parameter relatingm! andmb , l(u)50.17. Fitting the
MSWS model for each orientation to the measuredRs(B)
then yields the gap variation in the lower panel of Fig. 9. T
large errors in the final points are due to the uncertaintie
the normal state scattering rate, band mass and Fermi ve
ity. Our results are not inconsistent with a constant gap, h
ever there may be an increase inD(0) for largeru.

Recently, Sanchezet al.64 have performed specific hea
measurements on NbSe2 in high magnetic fields~up to 12 T!
and found that their results could only be explained by
suming an anisotropic gap parameter given by

Du~0!5D0~0!~11e2cos2u!. ~23!

u is the angle between the wave vector and thec axis,
D0(0)51.6 meV ande2520.6. In order to compare this
gap with our dHvA results, we have to calculate the orbi
average ofDu(0) with respect to our extremal Fermi surfac
orbit, which can be defined as28

s

y

TABLE III. Superconducting gap parameters for NbSe2 obtained frommbD(0) for the different theoret-
ical models in Table I andmb in Table II. The last row lists the values forD(0) when the experimentally
measuredeffectivemass is used.

D(0) ~meV!

mb (me) MSWS MMG NMA DT BCS

Corcoran 0.52 0.6960.02 0.1260.02 0.1760.04 1.5060.04 1.1

measuredm! 0.61 0.5960.05 0.1060.03 0.1460.03 1.3260.03 1.1
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A^Du
2~0!&5

R Du
2~0!dt

R dt

5

R Du
2~0!/nFdk

R 1/nFdk

, ~24!

which is shown as the solid line in Fig. 9~c!. Note that we
have usedD2 in this calculation as this is the quantity whic
enters in Eq.~10!. From the comparison of our values o
D(0) with those calculated from the result by Sanch
et al.64 it is difficult to discriminate between either an anis
tropic or constant gap over the Fermi surface. The rec
increases in the upper field attainable using superconduc
magnets will allow more discriminating results to be o
tained in future.

C. V3Si

The experiments on V3Si were performed using the sam
single crystal used in the pulsed field experiments of Cor
ran et al.8 Details can be found there. A series of dHv
oscillations for the magnetic field parallel to@001# and T
520 mK are shown in Fig. 10, together with the Four
transform of the signal which gives a dominant frequen
component atF5156065 T corresponding to approxi

FIG. 9. ~a! l m f p as a function of orientation.u is the angle
between the magnetic field and thea axis. The solid line is a fit
assuming a simple anisotropic form for the impurity scattering~see
text!. ~b! The measured effective mass versusu. The open square is
the result obtained in this work, the filled triangles are taken fr
Ref. 5. The solid line is a fit assumingm!}F. ~c! Orientation de-
pendence of the energy gapD(0) derived from the MSWS mode
@Eq. ~10!#. The solid line is the result from Eq.~24!.
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mately 10% of the Brillouin zone. Examination of the sign
indicates that a small beating envelope is present, whic
supported by the spectral analysis giving two low amplitu
peaks at 1300 and 1410 T. The renormalized quasipar
masses of these orbits were determined as 1.5260.03me for
F51560 T, 1.360.3me for F51300 T, and 1.760.4me for
F51410 T. In this work we will concentrate on the ma
frequency in the dHvA signal, although the two minor fr
quencies were included in the fitting of the dHvA signal
determine the amplitude of the main frequency. The cal
lated amplitude points$a1(Bi)% corrected for field modula-
tion are shown in panel~c! of Fig. 10.

The maximum field in our field modulation experiment
13.5 T which is considerably belowBc2 of 18.5 T for V3Si.
Therefore, we cannot apply the method used for NbSe2 ~Sec.
V B! to compile theRs(B0) values in the vortex state. In
stead, we have analyzed data from a separate pulsed
experiment~up to 25 T! on the same crystal, yielding
normal-state damping\t0

2151.22 meV. In addition, we
have allowed for the different sensitivities in both expe
ments by matching the amplitude of the modulation fie
data to the pulsed field data at 13.5 T. The resultingRs(B0)
values are plotted in Fig. 11 together with theRs(B0) values
from the pulsed field experiment. For the pulsed field d
we have checked that the amplitude of the dHvA oscillatio
was not effected by heating as a result of the largedB/dt
generated in such experiments. However, the sensitivity

FIG. 10. ~a! dHvA oscillations in V3Si at 20 mK with the mag-
netic field parallel to@001#. ~b! Amplitude a1(Bi) calculated using
the procedure described in Sec. V A and corrected for the effec
field modulation.~c! Amplitude plot similar to Fig. 7.
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modulation field experiments is much larger than in puls
field experiments resulting in larger errors for theRs(B0)
values derived from the latter.

1. Comparison with theory

As for NbSe2 we can compareRs(B0) with the different
theoretical models given in Sec. III B. Figure 11 shows
comparison ofRs(B0) with the four theoretical models
Again in each panel the dashed lines show the prediction
the models usingD(0)52.6 meV, the literature value65 for
the superconducting gap andmb50.9 me ~discussed below!.
The solid lines are the result of fitting each model toRs(B0)
and allowing mbD(0) to float. The results are shown i
Table IV.

In contrast to the result for NbSe2, the MSWS theory
applied to V3Si gives a rather poor fit. In particular, th
model does not fit the pulsed field data points~shown as
filled squares in Fig. 11! above 13.5 T, although the fi
through the data points obtained in the modulation field
periment~shown as open squares! is much better. This could
be caused by errors in matching the data of two sepa
experiments, however, the other theoretical models do
appear to support this. The MMG theory provides the b

FIG. 11. Experimentally determined values ofRs(B0) for V3Si
for Buu(001). In each panel the lines are the predictions of
theoretical models described in text. Dashed lines: model pre
tions calculated using the literature value of the superconduc
gap and band mass. Solid lines: model predictions fitted to the
allowing mbD(0) to vary.
d

e

of

-

te
ot
st

quality fit for V3Si over the entire field range. The NMA
theory gives a reasonable fit. Finally, in the DT model w
have again kept the constantC in Eq. ~13! fixed. In contrast
to NbSe2, D(B0) is much larger for V3Si allowing, in this
case, the DT model to be fitted to the entire range for wh
we have obtained data in the vortex state, resulting in a fa
good fit.

2. Band mass in V3Si

In the case of V3Si no direct calculations of the band ma
for specific Fermi surface orbits are available. However
number of calculations of the density of states have b
reported66–68 from which we can compute the linear specifi
heat coefficient. Comparing these with the measured lin
specific heat coefficient66 results in the total mass enhanc
ment factorl which we use to obtain the band mass from t
measured effective mass. Table V lists the different para
eters and band masses, which are in good agreement
each other.

3. Superconducting gap parameter in V3Si

The calculation of Mattheiss68 is the most recent and ex
tensive of the calculations listed in Table III and we ha
chosen to use this band mass for our determination of
superconducting gap parameter. In Table VI the superc
ducting gap parameters are listed for the different theoret
models. Again we have included the superconducting
parameters calculated using the measured effective m
which are in agreement with previously published8,42 values.

From Table VI we observe that the MMG model aga
overestimates the damping of the oscillations in the vor
state. The MSWS and NMA model result in values forD(0)
which are approximately twice as large as the literature va
of 2.6 meV. For V3Si the DT model gives a value ofD(0)
which is closest to the literature value. We note that m
models appear to overestimate the value ofD(0).

VI. DISCUSSION

The de Haas-van Alphen effect has now been observe
the superconducting state of many different materials.

e
c-
g
ta

TABLE IV. Results of fittingmbD(0) using the different theo-
retical models for the 1560 T orbit in V3Si.

Model mbD(0) (memeV! x2/n

MSWS @Eq. ~10!# 6.1660.23 5.7
MMG @Eq. ~12!# 1.4060.06 1.1
NMA @Eq. ~18!# 6.6060.35 1.3
DT @Eq. ~16!# 4.0560.12 1.2
TABLE V. Calculated and measured~Ref. 66! linear specific heat coefficients~in mJ mol21 K22) for
V3Si used to determine the unrenormalized band mass viamb5m!gcalc/gexp. The last column lists the
mass-enhancement factor.

gcalc gexp m! (me) mb (me) l

Jarlborg~Ref. 66! 37.6 5565 1.5260.03 1.060.1 0.52
Klein ~Ref. 67! 43.2 5565 1.5260.03 1.260.1 0.26
Mattheiss~Ref. 68! 34.5 5565 1.5260.03 0.960.1 0.69
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TABLE VI. Superconducting gap parameters for V3Si obtained frommbD(0) for the different theoretical
models in Table IV andmb in Table V. The last row lists the values forD(0) when the experimentally
measuredeffectivemass is used.

D(0) ~meV!

mb (me) MSWS MMG NMA DT BCS

Mattheiss 0.9 6.8060.80 1.6060.27 7.3060.90 4.5060.50 2.6

measuredm! 1.52 4.1060.15 0.9260.04 4.3260.23 2.5360.08 2.6
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have compared a number of theoretical models with our
perimental observations. Perhaps the simplest theory is
of Miyake which assumes an extremely high GL parame
k@1 and thus a constant gap in the space between the
tices. In both materials studied, this model grossly overe
mates the attenuation of the dHvA oscillations sugges
that the spatial variation of the order parameter, due to
Abrikosov vortex lattice, is responsible for the large amp
tude of the observed dHvA oscillations. The MSWS and D
models which include the spatial variation of the order p
rameter provide a better description of our observations.
note that in these two models the attenuation is a functio
the spatially averaged square of the order parameter. F
the comparison of the fitting results for both materials st
ied, it is clear that the theory position needs to be clarifi
None of the theories tested can consistently account for
damping of the dHvA oscillations inboth compounds.

We note that the major uncertainty in a critical compa
son of theory with the observed dHvA oscillations is our la
of knowledge of the bare or unrenormalized band mass
spite of this, we have shown how the dHvA effect may, in
model-dependent manner, yield information about the su
conducting state.

Dukan and Tesˇanović42 argued that the dHvA effect is
result of the presence of a small portion of the Fermi surf
containing a coherent normal band of quasiparticles, w
the rest of it is gapped. In Table VII we have listed the me
free path for both materials. The vortex separation va
from ;200 to;100 Å for fields between 5 and 20 T. Ther
fore, for the magnetic field range used in our experime
l m f p extends over many vortex lattice unit cells, ensuri

TABLE VII. Summary of the parameters used for NbSe2 and
V3Si in the comparison ofRs(B) with the theoretical models.

NbSe2 V 3Si Origin

F ~T! 153 1560 experimental
m! (me) 0.61 1.52 experimental
l 0.17 0.69 band structure theory
mb (me) 0.52 0.9 calculated usingl
nF (3105 ms21) 1.75 2.80 calculated usingmb andF
\t0

21 ~meV! 1.31 1.22 experimental
D(0) ~meV! 1.1 2.6 literature values
Bc2 ~T! 8.01 18.5 experimental
l m f p ~Å! 841 1555 calculated usingt0

21

k 14-54 17 literature values
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that the electron motion is indeed coherent.
Some of the models predict that\ts

21}D2(B)L or
D2(B). Figure 12 shows that our data for NbSe2 does indeed
obey this relation very well. On the basis of this the NM
model @Eq. ~18!# must be rejected. In the case of V3Si the
agreement is not so good. As discussed before there ca
several experimental explanations for this. One effect
considered by most theories is the impurity scattering rate
the vortex state. All but the theory of Dukan and Tesˇanović
assumet0

21 is constant as a function of magnetic field. D
kan and Tesˇanovićexplicitly treat this problem and find tha
t0

21 has to be calculated self-consistently resulting in
magnetic-field-dependentt21(B) given in Eq. ~14!. From
this equation we observe that the effect oft21(B) for NbSe2
is small becauseD(B) is small, however, for V3Si with a
much larger gap the effect is sizable, as was shown explic
in Ref. 42.

VII. SUMMARY

A quantitative study and analysis of the dHvA effect
the vortex state of NbSe2 and V3Si has been presented. W
have shown that, for these materials, the additional atten
tion of the oscillations cannot be explained in terms of t
macroscopic field variation, or pinning, of the flux line la
tice. Thus the additional attenuation has a microscopic

FIG. 12. \ts
21 as a function ofD2(B)L. D(0) has been set to

unity. The open diamonds refer to V3Si and the open squares t
NbSe2 and the lines are linear fits in each case.
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gin. The macroscopic field variation and pinning could be
importance under different experimental circumstances o
different materials. We have compared various theoret
models with our experimental observations and shown
models which incorporate the spatial variation of the or
parameter give the best results. However, none of these m
els consistently explain the data in both materials stud
indicating that more theoretical work is required.
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